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ABSTRACT: The emphasis of this paper is to design
and verify the High Definition Audio Codec Controller
using Verilog HDL. The paper will involve doing the
micro-architecture, design, verification and place and
route using latest industry standard tools. Verification of
the design will be exhaustively conducted. Front end
design - using Verilog HDL, Simulated using Synopsys
Verilog Compiler Simulator (VCS). (Version: VCS/E2011.03)
1. INTRODUCTION
Intel has worked with the industry to develop a new
specification for integrated audio that is capable of
delivering the features and high-end performance of an
add-in audio card. Intel® High Definition Audio (Intel®
HD Audio) is capable of playing back more channels at
higher quality than previous integrated audio formats. In
addition, Intel High Definition Audio has the technology
needed to support the latest and greatest audio content.
By enabling enhanced usage models, Intel High
Definition Audio, available with the Intel® Express
Chipsets, will also change how computer users interact
with sound.
When AC‘97 was initially developed, users were
typically listening to only music and movies with stereo
sound. With the success of DVD movies encoded with
Dolby* Digital and DTS* multi-channel audio formats,
users have become accustomed to listening in full
surround sound with anywhere from six to eight
speakers. While AC‘97 technology has struggled to keep
pace with all these advancements, Intel High Definition
Audio is designed specifically for the high-quality multichannel audio experiences. Newer audio and video
encoding/decoding algorithms also enable a higherquality listening experience.
More and more consumers are moving their computers
into the living room or family room so they can enjoy
digital music or movies throughout the house on stateof-the-art multi-channel audio systems or big screen
TVs. With better speakers connected to their computers,
the limitations of current computer sound subsystems,

whether integrated or add-in, can degrade the overall
digital experience.
Many consumers are also asking for the ability to play
two different audio streams through their PC at the same
time-perhaps classical music in the study and a movie in
the living room. These demands cannot be met with
previous audio solutions.
The primary goals of the High Definition Audio (HD
Audio) specification are to describe an infrastructure to
support high quality audio in a PC environment. The
specification includes the definition of the controller
register set, the physical link description, the codec
programming model, and codec architectural
components.
The High Definition Audio specification primarily
focuses on audio functionality for purposes of
architectural description. Other codec types are
implementable within the High Definition Audio
architecture. In particular, voice band modems codecs
are supported, as the modem data rates and types of data
are typically a subset of the audio data rates and types.
2. ARCHITECTURE OF HD AUDIO CODEC
CONTROLLER
Fig. 1 shows the High Definition Audio Codec
Controller block diagram.
2.1 HARDWARE SYSTEM OVERVIEW REQUIED
BLOCK PARTS
Controller: The High Definition Audio controller is a
bus mastering I/O peripheral, which is attached to
system memory via PCI or other typical PC peripheral
attachment host interface. It contains one or more DMA
engines, each of which can be set up to transfer a single
audio “stream” to memory from the codec or from
memory to the codec depending on the DMA type[6].
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of converters in a codec, as well as the type of jacks or
connectors it supports, depend on the codec.s intended
function. The codec derives its sample rate clock from a
clock broadcast (BCLK) on the link. High Definition
Audio Codecs are operated on a standardized command
and control protocol.
4.

Acoustic Device: These devices include speakers,
headsets, and microphones, and the specifications for
them are outside the scope of this specification, except
for discovery capabilities.

5.

Packaging Alternatives: Fig. 1 suggests that codecs
can be packaged in a variety of ways, including
integration with the controller, permanent attachment on
the motherboard, modular (“add-in”) attachment, or
included in a separate subsystem such as a mobile
docking station. In general the electrical extensibility
and robustness of the link is the limiting factor in
packaging options. This specification does not define or
standardize packaging options beyond the standardized
footprint of a codec.

Fig. 1 High Definition Audio Codec Controller
REQUIED BLOCK PARTS
Link: The controller is physically connected to one or
more codecs via the High Definition Audio Link. The
link conveys serialized data between the controller and
the codecs. It is optimized in both bandwidth and
protocol to provide a highly cost effective attach point
for low cost codecs. The link also distributes the sample
rate time base, in the form of a link bit clock (BCLK),
which is generated by the controller and used by all
Codecs. The link protocol supports a variety of sample
rates and sizes under a fixed data transfer rate.
Codec: One or more codecs connect to the link. A codec
extracts one or more audio streams from the time
multiplexed link protocol and converts them to an output
stream through one or more converters (marked “C”). A
converter typically converts a digital stream into an
analog signal (or vise versa), but may also provide
additional support functions of a modem and attach to a
phone line, or it may simply de-multiplex a stream from
the link and deliver it as a single (un-multiplexed) digital
stream, as in the case of S/PDIF. The number and type

2.2 STREAMS AND CHANNELS
The High Definition Audio architecture introduces the
notion of streams and channels for organizing data that
is to be transmitted across the High Definition Audio
link. A stream is a logical or virtual connection created
between a system memory buffer(s) and the codec(s)
rendering that data, which is driven by a single DMA
channel through the link. A stream contains one or more
related components or channels of data, each of which is
dynamically bound to a single converter in a codec for
rendering. For example, a simple stereo stream would
contain two channels; left and right. Each sample point
in that stream would contain two samples: L and R. The
samples are packed together as they are represented in
the memory buffer or transferred over the link, but each
are bound to a separate D-to-A converter in the codec.
Fig. 2 illustrates several important concepts. First, a
stream is either output or input. Output streams are
broadcast and may be bound to more than one codec;
e.g., stream #3 might be a two-channel (stereo) stream
rendered by both Codec-A on a headset and by Codec-C
on speakers. Input streams may be bound to only a
single codec; e.g., stream #2 contains the single channel
– the input side of a modem.
Each active stream must be connected through a DMA
engine in the controller. If a DMA engine is not
available, a stream must remain inactive until one
becomes available; e.g., stream #4 in this example
(presumably the one bound to the headset microphone)
is not connected to a DMA engine and is therefore
inactive. As a general rule, all channels within a stream
must have the same sample rate and same sample size.
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The second breakout shows that a single stream 2 (S-2)
sample block is composed of one sample for each
channel in that stream. In this illustration, stream 2 (S-2)
has four channels (L, R, LR, RR) and each channel has a
20-bit sample; therefore, the stream sample block uses
80 bits. Note that stream 2 (S-2) is a 96 kHz stream
since two sample blocks are transmitted per 20.83 s
(48 kHz) frame.
2.3 LINK PROTOCOL
Fig. 4 shows the Link protocol.
2.3.1 Link Signaling

Fig. 2 Streams

The High Definition Audio link is the digital serial
interface that connects High Definition Audio codecs to
the High Definition Audio controller. The link protocol
is controller synchronous, based on a fixed 24.00-MHz
clock and is purely isochronous (no flow control) with a
48-kHz framing period. Separate input and output serial
digital signals support multiple inbound and outbound
streams, as well as fixed command and response
channels.

Fig. 3 Conceptual Frame Composition
Fig. 3 shows how streams and channels are transferred
on the link[6]. Each input or output signal in the link
transmits a series of packets or frames. A new frame
starts exactly every 20.83 s, corresponding to the
common 48-kHz sample rate. The first breakout shows
that each frame contains command or control
information and then as many stream sample blocks
(labeled S-1, S-2, S-3) as are needed. The total number
of streams supportable is limited by the aggregate
content of the streams; any unused space in the frame is
filled will nulls. Since frames occur at a fixed rate, if a
given stream has a sample rate that is higher or lower
than 48 kHz, there will be more or less than one sample
block in each frame for that stream. Some frames may
contain two sample blocks (e.g., S-2 in this illustration)
and some may contain none.

Fig. 4 High Definition Audio Link Conceptual View
2.3.2 Signal Definitions
The signals required to implement a High Definition
Audio link between a High Definition Audio controller
and High Definition Audio codec are summarized in
Table 1.
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Table 1: High Definition Audio Link Signal
Descriptions

2.4 BASIC SYSTEM
Fig. 5 shows how a Controller and its associated codecs
are connected. Note that BCLK, SYNC, and RST#, all
driven by the controller, are connected as a single multidrop network. This figure also shows a single SDO
signal (driven by the controller) connected to all codecs.
In addition, each codec has its own point-to-point SDI
signal connected separately to the controller. The High
Definition Audio Architecture supports up to 15 codecs
thus connected, although electrical constraints and
product requirements may constrain that number.

BCLK – Bit Clock: 24.00-MHz clock sourced from the
controller and connecting to all codecs on the Link.
SYNC – This signal marks input and output frame
boundaries (Frame Sync) as well as identifying
outbound data streams (stream tags). SYNC is always
sourced from the controller and connects to all codecs
on the link.
SDO – Serial Data Out: one or more serial data output
signal(s) driven by the Controller to all codecs on the
link. Data is double pumped – i.e., the controller drives
data onto SDO, and codecs sample data present on SDO
with respect to every edge of BCLK. Controllers must
support at least one SDO and may support extra SDO
lines for extended outbound bandwidth. Multiple SDOs
must be implemented in powers of 2 (1, 2, or 4). In this
chapter, SDO refers to all SDO signals collectively;
specific SDO signals will always be referenced with a
subscript.
SDI – Serial Data In: one or more point-to-point serial
data input signals, each driven by only one codec. Data
is single pumped; codecs drive SDI and the controller
samples SDI with respect to the rising edge of BCLK.
Controllers are required to support at least one SDI
signal. In this chapter, SDI refers to all SDI signals
collectively; specific SDI signals will always be
referenced with a subscript. Controllers are required to
support weak pulldowns on all SDI signals. These
pulldowns are active whenever the controller is powered
or in a wake enabled state. SDI pull downs are required
to prevent spurious wake event in electrically noisy
environments.
RST# - Active low link reset signal. RST# is sourced
from the controller and connects to all Codecs on the
link. Assertion of RST# results in all link interface logic
being reset to default power on state.

Fig. 5 Basic High Definition Audio System
2.5 RESET AND INITIALIZATION
In order to minimize link housekeeping sequences, the
High Definition Audio Link has been designed with a
single initialization sequence that always follows a reset
sequence. This section describes all of these, beginning
with the two types of reset that occur within a High
Definition Audio system.
Link Reset – generated by assertion of the link RST#
signal affecting all Link interface logic in both codec
and controller.
Codec Function Group Reset – generated by software
directing a reset command (verb) to a specific function
group within the codec affecting only the targeted codec
and nothing else on the Link.
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2.5.1 Link Reset
A link reset is signaled on the Link by assertion of the
RST# signal. (See Figure 28 and Figure 29 for specific
RST# timing.) Link reset results in all Link interface
logic in both codec and controller, including registers,
being initialized to their default state. Note, however,
that codec functional units may contain logic that is not
reset with the RST# signal including logic associated
with power management functions, such as power state
information or Caller ID in a modem codec. Codec
functional logic in general must be reset by a soft
command or verb.

reset, the above sequence does not complete, and RST#
is
asynchronously
asserted
immediately
and
unconditionally.

The link-reset sequence occurs in response to three
classes of events:
1. Reset occurring for any reason on the Controller’s
host bus (e.g., PCI), including system power sequencing.
This results in the asynchronous assertion of RST# on
the Link.
2. Software initiating link reset via the CRST# bit in the
Global Control Register (see Section 3.3.7). This results
in the synchronous assertion of RST# on the Link per
the Link Reset Entry Sequence.
3. Certain software initiated power management
sequences (see Section 5.6).
The controller drives all SDO and SYNC outputs low
when entering or exiting link reset. While the link in is
reset, with RST# asserted, and the controller is powered
or in a wake enabled state, codec’s drive all SDI signals
low, and controllers, at a minimum, must pull all SDO,
SYNC, and BCLK outputs low. Codecs may drive SDIs
high to signal a power state change request. Codecs that
support test mode must float their SDI in reset and may
only drive SDI high to signal a power state change
request.
2.5.2 Entering Link Reset
A controller may only initiate the link reset entry
sequence after completing any currently pending
initialization or state change requests. Fig. 6 shows the
required sequence when entering link reset, specifically:

Fig. 6 Link Reset entry sequence
2.5.3 Exiting Link Reset
Regardless of the reason for entering Link Reset, it may
be exited only under software control and in a
synchronous manner as shown in Fig. 7. This sequence
is as follows:
1. The controller provides a properly running BCLK for
a minimum of 100 is, 2400 BCLK cycles or more
before the de-assertion of RST#. This allows time for
codec PLLs to lock. SYNC and all SDO signals must be
driven low concurrently with the BCLK startup.
2. The RST# link signal is de-asserted.
3. The SYNC commences signaling valid frames on the
link with the first Frame Sync occurring a minimum of
four BCLK cycles after the de-assertion of RST#.
4. Codecs must signal an initialization request, via SDI,
within the first 25 Frame Syncs relative to the deassertion of their respective RST# signal.

1. The controller synchronously completes the current
frame but does not signal Frame Sync during the last
eight SDO bit times.
2. The controller synchronously asserts RST# four (or
more) BCLK cycles after the completion of the current
frame.
3. BCLK is stopped a minimum of four clocks, four
rising edges, after the assertion of RST#. Note that
BCLK must be stopped in a glitch-free manner only
when it is in the low state. In the event of a host bus

Fig. 7 Link Reset exit sequence
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2.5.4 Codec Function Group Reset
A codec function group reset allows software to
initialize/reset a specific Codec function group without
affecting or interrupting the operation of the Link. A
codec function group reset is initiated via the Function
RESET command verb, and results in all logic within
the targeted function group being driven to its default or
reset state. For codec’s that report Extended Power
States Supported of one (1) this Function Reset does not
initialize some of the settings that are programmable by
host software. Which settings are persisted is defined in
Table 84. Host software may send two Function Resets
(possibly separated by an undefined number of idle
frames, but no other valid commands), which shall cause
a full reset of all settings. A single or double Function
Group reset does not cause the codec to perform the
“Codec Initialization request” sequence defined.
Codec Initialization
Immediately following the completion of Link Reset
sequence or when requesting a power state change when
the link is in a low power state, all affected Codec’s
proceed through a codec initialization sequence as
described in this section and shown in Figure 8 . The
purpose of this initialization sequence is to provide each
codec with a unique address by which it can thereafter
be referenced with Commands on the SDO (broadcast)
signal. During this sequence, the Controller provides
each requesting codec with a unique address using its
attached SDI signal(s). Controllers are required to
support independent (simultaneous) initialization on all
SDI signals.
Independent initialization allows for codec’s to be
connected to the interface, be hard reset, and assigned an
address even when the link is in normal running state
which is required for hot docking. A codec in a low
power state (D1 through D3 and D3cold) retains its
address while in that low power state. If the link is in
reset and the codec requests a power state change back
to fully powered (D0), it is required for the codec to
reestablish the connection with the controller by
performing a “Codec Initialization request” as specified
in this section. During link initialization, the controller
shall assign to the codec the same address that the codec
had prior to the link being reset, as long as the codec
remains on the same SDI line.
The codec initialization sequence occurs across three
contiguous frames immediately following any reset
sequence. During these three frames, codec’s are
required to ignore all outbound traffic present on SYNC
(stream tags) and SDO (commands and stream packets).
These three frames, labeled the “Connect Frame”, the

“Turnaround Frame”, and the “Address Frame”, are
described sequentially below.

Fig. 8Codec Initialization Sequence
3. SYNTHESIS
One of the most important steps in ASIC design is the
synthesis phase. Synthesis is a method of converting a
higher level of abstraction to a lower level of
abstraction. In other words the synthesis process
converts Register Transfer Level (RTL) descriptions to
gate-level netlists. These gate-level netlists can be
optimized for area, speed, testability, etc. The synthesis
process is shown in Fig. 9[8].

Fig. 9 Synthesis Process
The inputs to the synthesis process are RTL description,
circuit constraints and attributes for the design, and a
technology library. The synthesis process produces an
optimized gate-level netlist from all these inputs.
Synthesizing a design is an iterative process and begins
with defining the constraints for each block of the
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design. In addition to these constraints, a file defining
the synthesis
thesis environment is also needed. The
environment file specifies the technology cell libraries
and other relevant information that the tool uses during
synthesis.

Snap shot 2. shows that SDO signal, here run signal
goes high and after 40 bit cycle SDO transmission
starts. 40 bit cycle is for command/response. SDO goes
low when run bit goes low which is shown in Snap shot
3[ 8].

This netlist contains information on the cells used, their
interconnections, area used, and other details. Typical
synthesis tools are:
Cadence RTL Compiler/Build Gates/Physically
Knowledgeable Synthesis (PKS)
Synopsys Design Compiler
Only after the netlist is verified for functionality and
timing is it sent for the Physical Design flow.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Snap shot 3. Codec address assignment Frame
output

Snap shot 4a. SDI output

Snap shot 1. Link Reset entry and exit sequence.

Snap shot 4b. SDO output

Snap shot 2. Codec Initialization

Snap shot 4a. shows that the SDI is being driven by
codec and SDI signal is high in the last bclk of sync
signal, this also satisfies the condition that codec should
drive SDI within 25 sync frames.
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Snap shot 4b shows that sdo_run goes high and codec is
transmitting data on SDI signal.
5. CONCLUTION
In this paper, a hardware implementation for the High
Definition Audio Codec Controller was designed and
verified using the Verilog hardware description
language. The Synopsys VCS simulator tool was used
for simulation and verification of the model. The
hardware model was then synthesized using the
Synopsys Design Compiler tool.
The proposed High Definition Audio architecture
introduces the notion of streams and channels for
organizing data that is to be transmitted across the High
Definition Audio link. A streamis a logical or virtual
connection created between a system memory buffer(s)
and the codec(s) rendering that data, which is driven by
a single DMA channel through the link. A stream
contains one or more related components or channelsof
data, each of which is dynamically bound to a single
converter in a codec for rendering. The design is
synthesized using Nandgate 45 nm open source
technology library.
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